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When people combine the words “Silicon Valley” with “mafia,”
usually the company “PayPal” follows soon after. But there’s
another super-connected group whose influence is growing
within certain ecosystems of startups: professional recruiters
who are working more closely than ever with VCs, including
as in-house partners.

Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers may have kicked off the
trend in 2008 when it quietly hired Jordan Ormont, a former
principal at the executive recruiting firm Howard Fischer
Associates. Two years later, as one of its first big hires,
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Andreessen Horowitz named executive recruiter Jeff Stump a
partner.

Not to be outdone, Greylock Partners hired longtime head
hunter Jeff Markowitz as a Talent Partner in 2011. Greylock
also hired as a “VP of Executive Talent” Peter Clarke, another
professional recruiter. But in a twist that will surprise no one
who follows venture capital firms, Clarke was recruited away
from Greylock in May by Accel Partners.

As it happens, Clarke, Markowitz, Ormont and Stump all cut
their teeth at Howard Fischer.

Yesterday, I sat down with recruiter Joe Riggione, another
former Howard Fischer principal whose clients include top
venture firms. Now managing director at True Capital, a 30-
person executive recruiting firm that Riggione co-founded last
year, he was nice enough to share what he’s seeing. Our
conversation has been edited for length.

Q: Why are venture firms gobbling up all of your old
colleagues? 

A: To be competitive in deals, what venture firms are doing
now is saying, ‘We need to bring talent to the table.’ So the
[in-house recruiters] aren’t doing search work. They’re still
farming out the search work to search firms. But they want to
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know every great executive out there, so they can then make
strategic introductions, because that’s oftentimes how they
win a deal. They want to know who the up-and-comers are.

Q: So your job is less about producing job candidates
and more about making introductions?

A: It’s a strategic relationship that VCs are developing with us
now, as opposed to a transactional relationship. For example,
one of the top four firms in the Valley has us on a project
where we’re mapping out the very top enterprise talent at the
CEO and board level, as well as on the marketing and
technical front. And they want us to make introductions to
[those people] so they can make an introduction right away [if
a situation requires it].

Q: You’re being paid monthly as consultants, then?

A: Yes, and if they do take that executive or add that person
to an executive team, they [the venture firm will] pay us a fee.

Q: Is that a good, bad or neutral trend for recruiters?

A: It’s a positive for us. When I’m calling on behalf of a
strategic investment firm, of course, the [people I’m calling]
listen, so it’s a low-impact way for us to get to know the
executive pool that we like to know.



Q: This week, Accel hired a data scientist to help its
startups with recruiting. Thoughts?

A: It’s a real trend. Venture firms are trying to learn more
about how hiring works. Last year, Andreessen Horowitz hired
someone off Wall Street who was, in essence, a quantitative
scientist, just as you saw Accel just do. It’s taking every
nuance of every project across its entire portfolio and looking
for trends, then using those trends to be more proactive in
helping its portfolio companies to hire. (Riggione is referring to

Louis Beryl, an associate at Morgan Stanley and Lehman

Brothers until five years ago. –Ed.)

Q: What is the biggest pain point for operating
companies right now?

A: The biggest pain point is at the director-and-below level.
On the engineering front, the need for specialized individual
contributors is extreme. And [more broadly speaking], while
companies may be receiving thousands of resumes, they
don’t have time to sift through all the noise to get to the good
people.

Q: Why is it a bigger issue now than, say, 10 years ago?

A: Partly because of the competition, and the windows for
success are smaller [because companies are raising less
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funding]. Before, it was, ‘Well, we can hire, and if someone
doesn’t work out, we’ll just fire them.’ Now companies realize
they have to give positions more scrutiny. Every hire is
important.

Q: What’s the biggest pain point for you as a recruiter?

A: There are so many things, it’s hard to isolate just one or
two. [Laughs.] The thing that remains hardest about our
business is you have a lot of very good investors with
tremendous track records who are under the impression that
because they’re involved with a company that has some buzz,
they should be able to attract whoever they want. The reality
is that there are a handful of other great firms chasing after
the same people, offering them equally compelling
opportunities. One company told us recently that it wanted to
‘kiss some supermodels before getting married.’

It’s difficult when [there’s an unwillingness to believe that a
certain person won’t take a job]. We’re out there every day.
We know who is real and who’s not.



The AngelGate Scandal - The Los Angeles Tribu…
Posts about The AngelGate Scandal written by losangelestribunenews43
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Angelgate - Wikipedia
Angelgate is a controversy ... The scandal began in September 2010 after
Michael Arrington, editor of the TechCrunch publication, ...
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AngelGate meeting scandal gives Bin 38 lots of fr…
Like most shiny and new restaurants, Bin 38 was a hotspot upon opening two
years ago. Since then, it's settled into its place in the Marina wine bar hierarchy.
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High-Tech Employee Antitrust
Litigation
High-Tech Employee Antitrust Litigation is a 2010 United States
Department of Justice antitrust action and a 2013 civil class action against
several Silicon Valley companies for alleged "no cold call" agreements
which restrained the recruitment of high-tech employees.

More at Wikipedia
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High-Tech Employee Antitrust Litigation - Wikipe…
High-Tech Employee Antitrust Litigation is a 2010 United States ... is a class-
action lawsuit on behalf of over 64,000 ... The Silicon Valley Anti-
Poaching ...
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Silicon Valley's No-poaching Case: The Growi…
The class action lawsuit accused the four Silicon Valley companies of
conspiring, between 2005 and 2009, ... "Silicon Valley's No-
poaching Case: ...

Se knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/silicon-valleys-poaching…
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Apple, Google and others to pay $415m to settle…
Apple, Google and others to pay $415m to
settle Silicon Valley 'no poaching' lawsuit US judge agrees settlement
that will see thousands of technology workers receive thousands of dollars
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Silicon Valley no-poaching settlement in doubt…
A proposed $324 million deal to settle a lawsuit against Apple, Google,
Adobe and Intel over illegal hiring practices has hit fierce opposition from an
unexpected corner, perhaps threatening a recent pact that avoided an
embarrassing trial for the four Silicon Valley powers.
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Steve Jobs was 'central figure' in Silicon Valley'…
A lawsuit by Silicon Valley workers claims Apple, Google, Adobe, Intel and
others assembled an extensive conspiracy that kept their wages from
growing too quickly.
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Silicon Valley no-poaching deal appears head…
Silicon Valley no-poaching deal appears headed for ... The class-
action lawsuit alleged that the ... by an "anti-poaching" agreement
involving Silicon Valley tech ...
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Silicon Valley no-poaching settlement in doubt…
Casting some doubt on a proposed $324 million settlement with
four Silicon Valley powers, a lead plaintiff in a lawsuit alleging illegal hiring
practices in the tech industry has urged a federal judge to reject the pact, ...

Se https://phys.org/news/2014-05-silicon-valley-no-poaching-s...
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Engineers Allege Hiring Collusion in Silicon Vall…
A class-action suit by Silicon Valley engineers against companies ... the
companies agreed to drop the no-poaching ... according to the lawsuit, ...

Se https://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/01/technology/engineers-all…
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Apple, Google, Intel, Adobe will pay $415 million…
The long-running anti-poaching saga is finally over and now ... An illegal
plot among Silicon Valleycompanies ... Fortune may receive compensation
for some links ...

Se fortune.com/2015/09/03/koh-anti-poach-order/
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Timeline of Silicon Valley anti-poaching lawsui…
Here are key developments in the lawsuit that claims
several Silicon Valley companies, including Apple, Google, Intel and Adobe,
conspired to keep wages low by not hiring each other's employees.

Se https://www.mercurynews.com/2013/10/25/timeline-of-silicon-…
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Samsung, LG Accused of Silicon Valley Anti-Po…
LG Corp. and Samsung Electronics Co. were accused in a lawsuit of
conspiring to suppress wages by agreeing not to recruit each other's
employees in Silicon Valley, where allegations of no-poaching pacts have
plagued technology companies for years.

Se https://www.bloomberg.com/news/artic…
More results
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